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1 Executive summary 
This report considers product labelling to improve end-of-life (EoL) management 
of corporate clothing, taking into account the process of development, provision, 
retrieval and disposal.  It is based on a study which was mainly desk research 
but, in order to gain accurate perspectives of each stage, face to face interviews 
were conducted to gain opinions from best practice stakeholders across the 
lifecycle.  These included suppliers (companies that offer / create corporate 
clothing garments), providers (organisations that require staff members to wear 
clothing/uniform that presents a corporate image) and clothing recycler / 
re-processors.  A review of policy documents, information on labelling, reports 
and web based material has revealed issues that are likely to influence the 
position and future practice of suppliers and providers of corporate clothing. 

 

We present, first, an overview of the role of eco-labelling within the contexts of 
government policy, financial revenue and market opportunities.  This is followed 
by a brief explanation of the categorisation of the eco-labelling systems as they 
occur in the textiles industry.  Tables in the Appendix present all the textiles eco-
labels that were found through the research and those eco-labels that stipulate 
EoL management as part of their criteria for award are further examined.  A major 
issue regarding eco-labelling is the cost, and this is considered with regard to 
manufacturers and buyers of corporatewear.  The report ends by considering the 
issues for all the stakeholders and conducts a stakeholder analysis.   

The report concludes with following recommendations: 

• To corporate clothing providers: to capture a market opportunity and 
use eco-labels to promote their eco-credentials and to devise more 
efficient methods of recovering corporatewear to put into the 
reuse/recycle/ remanufacture routes.   

• To raw material and corporatewear clothing manufacturers: source 
and use materials that are eco-labelled.   

• To government (as providers of uniforms / work wear): to lead by 
example and encourage local authorities to use products with 
recognisable reuse/recyclable properties such as janitorial products 
(e.g. wipers) 

• To government (in their role as policy makers): to recommend and 
stipulate a preference for eco-labelled corporatewear/fabrics wherever 
possible, in green public procurement policies and consider abolishing 
the tax tab, replacing with eco-label and stipulate that a proportion of 
any uniforms/clothing provided have the capacity to be re-worn 
(standard items that are not heavily branded), or reused (encourage the 
use of preferred pure blend fabrics).   

• To corporatewear wearers: to be encouraged to return corporatewear 
to firms when they no longer use to ensure that it is placed into the 
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companies’ EoL management systems for corporatewear – companies 
or government may consider some form of tax or levy until the uniform 
is returned.   

• To textile recyclers: to encourage developing relationships with 
companies that provide corporatewear, and with corporatewear 
manufacturers to ensure that EoL management issues are considered 
throughout the product development and use phases of the lifecycle of 
the corporatewear. 
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2 Introduction – 
stakeholder 
identification 

Consideration of the corporate clothing sector has revealed that there are multiple 
stakeholders involved, directly related to the provision of garments, but also those 
that have influence at an earlier stage of the product lifecycle and also on the 
periphery of this industry.  The eight main stakeholders have been identified as 
follows: 

 

 Stakeholder Function 

1 Government 
(national) 

Stipulate national policy of industry practice, main 
impact on corporatewear clothing relates to assessment 
of tax tabs  /branding on uniforms / clothing 

2 European 
Government 

Generate policy at a European level that can influence 
industry practice 

3 Providers Organisations that provide employees with uniforms / 
clothing  

4 Supplier 
Companies that provide clothing / uniforms / PPE to 
organisations (Providers) that require garments that 
present a corporate image 

5 Raw material supplier National and international fibre/fabric suppliers that offer 

6 Garment 
manufacturer Produce garments for / to the Suppliers  

7 Wearers Employees of the Providers 

8 Recyclers Companies that process clothing and textile waste, they 
prioritise final destination: reuse, recycle, landfill 
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3 End of life 
management 

End-of-life (EoL) management involves consideration of “activities required for 
retiring a product after the user discards it after its useful life” and raise the 
following issues1:  

• Legislative drivers 

o National and EU regulations 

• Financial motives 

o There is money to be made in efficient EoL management 

o Multiple revenue streams from a single product 

• New marketing opportunities  

o “green” image.   

 

3.1 Legislative drivers - National and EU 
legislations 

 

3.1.1 Waste management  

The new EU Waste Framework Directive was published in the Official Journal of 
the European Union in November 2008.  The Directive 2008/98/EC now needs to 
be transposed into UK Law2 by 12 December 2010.  While the Directive does not 
single out textiles, a number of issues are pertinent to textiles and corporatewear 
in particular.   

• Encouragement to apply the ‘waste hierarchy’ – the aim is to eliminate 
waste at source and then, if this is not possible or practicable, to 
reduce, reuse or recycle waste.  Only when none of these options is 
available should there be any disposal, and then in a responsible 
manner.   

• The EU Parliament voted for minimum recycling rate of 70% industrial 
waste (50% municipal) by 2020 by all EU Member States.   

                                                 
1 Parlikad and Macfarlane, 2004 
2 Defra 2008 
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• The major principle that the Directive rests on is the ‘polluter pays’ 
principle, where the costs of waste are borne by the holder of waste, 
the previous holders or by the producers of the product from which the 
waste arose.   

• Certain waste ceases to be waste – certain waste materials could 
become the raw materials for further development to bring economic or 
environmental benefits and thus end of waste specifications and criteria 
have to be developed.   

• Separate collection is encouraged to maximise any value that can be 
gained from recycling and recovery.   

• Article 29 of the Directive discusses ‘Waste Prevention Programmes’ 
which it directs Member States to have established by no later than 12 
December 2013.  Moreover, this should work with Article 28 (waste 
management programmes) to analyse current waste management 
programmes situations in Member States.  It recommends that 
measures should be devised to improve reuse, recycling, recovery and 
disposal of waste.  For the Waste Prevention Programme, Member 
States should develop and describe measures and indicators for the 
waste prevention.  The aim is to “break the link between economic 
growth and environmental impacts associated with the generation of 
waste”.  Annex IV of the Article lists a number of examples of these 
measures and promotion of creditable eco-labels is one such measure 
(that can affect the consumption and use phase).   

 

For corporatewear buyers and companies issuing corporatewear the Directive 
raises issues that may have significant impact on their ability to achieve their 
CSR targets (which reflect government regulations) and also on sources of 
revenue generation.  The drive is for increased recovery rates of corporatewear, 
for more efficient collection systems and for clearer measurement of these 
activities.  The incentives for companies issuing uniforms to be proactive in 
achieving this are: 

• Discarded uniforms can be a source of income: once collected and 
taken to textile recycling firms, the corporatewear may go through a 
number of different routes which lead to a stream of revenue.   

• Increased efficiency in collection of uniforms would reduce payment for 
the ‘polluter pays’ principle (for example landfill charges).   

 

3.1.2 Public procurement policies 

Although not stipulated as yet, the 2005 EU Public Procurement of Textiles and 
Clothing policy document recommends seeking value for money rather than lost 
cost.  It also indicates that eco-labelled purchasing may be used as a criterion for 
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awarding a tender, as it indicates a certain appropriate level of technical 
specification3.   

 

3.2 End-of-life management of textiles and 
corporatewear: financial motives. 

As identified in the EU Directive, textile waste may become a source of revenue.  
Clothing can be resold through the second-hand markets, turned into wipers, 
shredded and turned into shoddy, pulled and re-knitted or ‘upcycled’ into new 
designs.  Through interviews with textile recycler LMB in 2008, it was identified 
that textiles could undergo three routes in the process of recycling and reuse, 
illustrated in Table 1.   

 

Table 1: EoL routes for textiles  

1 reuse (redesign/resell) 3 landfill

condition of textile no tears or damage to the fabric absorbency fibre content knitted

processes involved transportation to market cutting flocking pulling

knowledge required market understanding absorbency minimum of 40% wool quality of knitted fibres

result resell wipers shoddy yarn for knitting

2 recycle/remanufacture

soiled/difficult to 
remanufacture

 

 

Reselling 

Clothing for reselling is transported to overseas markets (the African continent, 
also Eastern Europe and Asia).  Clothing can occasionally be reused and 
redesigned into new items of clothing.   

Recycle/remanufacture 
• Wipers: generally sold in markets or to industrial cleaning businesses.   

• Shoddy: can be used in a range of other industries for their fire 
retardant properties, e.g. automotive, aircraft or bedding upholstery.   

• Yarns: for knitting are used for reprocessing as knitted garments.   

 

The main issues when considering the EoL management of corporatewear are:  

                                                 
3  PROMPTEX, EURATEX and ETUFTCL, 2005 
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• Fabric properties: mix of polyester/wool or pure polyester may 
increase the wear properties of the fabric but affect ability to recycle.   

• Logos: subject to government taxation rules, company logos must be 
placed on the uniforms / clothing to ensure that the companies are not 
liable for any unnecessary taxation for giving their employees 
corporatewear4.  Logos are a problem for EoL management as: 

o they present potential security risks, 

o heavily branded items are unpalatable to a potential destination 
market place that recognizes it for reselling, and  

o garments have little or no resale value if the logo is removed simply 
by cutting out, leaving a hole in the garment.   

• Low rate of return: a problem associated with corporatewear is the 
minimal returns received by the employer for disposal if an employee 
leaves the company or needs to replace his/her garments.   

 

According to Oakdene Hollins, currently only about 2% of corporatewear is 
escaping landfill annually5.  This becomes a significant issue when considering 
the size of the corporatewear market.  For a quarter of the developed world's 
population, the choice of what to wear to work is made by their employer either  
for necessity, personal protection (legal or moral obligations) and/or corporate 
image6.  The worldwide wholesale value of this market has been estimated7 to be 
US$9,513m for 2007 and is forecast to rise to US$9,918m by 2014.   

 

The recent UK Corporate Clothing Market Report 2007-20128 estimates that the 
UK alone has 249 companies involved in the corporatewear market, and that this 
market is valued at £450 million, representing about 4% of all the clothing bought 
in the UK (men, women, children and infants).  The report goes on to estimate 
that the number of corporatewear wearers in the UK is 11 million, and the unit 
volume of the UK corporatewear market is estimated to be 33.4 million garments 
(not including either footwear or safety products such as goggles or hard hats).  
The report divides the market into four areas with estimates of their values.  
Table 2 illustrates this and Figure 1 shows the market shares of each.   

 

                                                 
4  cc09 
5 Severs 09 
6 Research and Markets, 2009 
7 ibid 
8 Company Clothing, 2007 
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Table 2: UK Corporatewear Markets and their Value by £ 

workwear 140
protective wear 70
uniforms 45
careerwear 120
casual wear 71  

 

Figure 1: Corporatewear Markets by % share  

workwear
31%

protective wear
16%uniforms

10%

careerwear
27%

casual wear
16%

 

 

If the figure of 2% discarded corporatewear capture is correct, this suggests that 
there are an estimated 32.7 million garments that unnecessarily go to landfill 
annually.  This is in stark contrast with the reuse and recovery rates that are 
possible for textiles in general.  Textile recyclers LMB estimated that 
approximately 60% of the content of a collected bin could be re-used, 40% can 
be recycled and just under 1% is waste to landfill.  The Royal Mail Group also 
estimates that they send just under 1% corporatewear to landfill (0.86%) and they 
are working towards lowering this further.  This will be discussed further in 
Section 6.1. 

 

3.3 End-of-life management of textiles and 
corporatewear: new marketing 
opportunities - “green” image.   

The EU’s Waste Prevention Programme refers to the promotion of respected eco-
labels as an example of the measures that may be used to prevent waste.  The 
eco-label has a role in the Integrated Product Policy (IPP) and can be regarded 
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as a “communication tool with the aim of providing professional and private 
consumers with information on the environmental characteristics of products and 
services…”9   

 

The IPP aims to minimise the environmental degradation caused by any of the 
phases of a product’s life cycle (tangible or intangible, such as service), e.g. 
manufacture, development, use or disposal10.  The IPP, therefore, examines all 
phases of a products' life-cycle with the objective of motivating each individual 
phase to improve environmental performance.  This approach requires all 
participants in this process to be engaged, such as designers, industry, 
marketers, retailers and consumers.  The US EPA in 1994 defined five factors for 
measuring effectiveness of an eco-label, the first four of which serve to support 
the last: 

1. Consumer awareness of labels 

2. Consumer acceptance of labels (credibility and understanding) 

3. Changes in consumer behaviour 

4. Changes in manufacturer behaviour 

5. Net environmental gains. 

 

This approach can be seen to have been accepted elsewhere.  Figure 2 
illustrates the four levels of actors in the process for any eco-labelling programme 
to function throughout an industry as proposed by de Man et al, 199711: 

• Primary (direct) economic actors ~ decision-makers in the production / 
consumption context (producers, importers, consumers). 

• Secondary (indirect) economic actors ~ influence the decision making 
of primary actors through their decisions. 

• Governmental and administrative actors ~ set the framework within 
which the actors operate. 

• Other actors ~ try to influence the behaviour of all actors to improve the 
status quo. 

 

                                                 
9 Rubik and Frankl, 2005, p.9 
10 European Commission, 2008 
11 in Rubik and Frankl, 2005 
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Figure 2: Actors within the Integrated Product Policy  
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4 Product labels and 
eco-labels 

4.1 Objectives of product labelling  
Due to its comprehensive nature, an IPP has a variety of policies (tools) to 
achieve its objectives.  These policies may be mandatory or voluntary, and 
include measures such as economic instruments, substance bans, voluntary 
agreements, environmental labelling and product design guidelines12.  The 
specific tools in the EU’s IPP are:  

• State Aid  

• Voluntary Agreements (for example on CO2 emissions)  

• Standardisation  

• Environmental Management System 

• Eco-design  

• Labelling and Product Declarations  

• Greening Public Procurement  

• Green Technology and Legislation.   

 

4.1.1 Benefits of using eco-labels 
• Establish linkage between government policies and procurement 

policies.   

• Encourage innovation in technology and production processes to 
minimise impact on the environment. 

• Raise consumer (company as well as individual) awareness of 
environmentally benign products.   

• Encourage preference for environmentally benign products in public 
and private procurement leading to: 

o A greening of the market  

o Competitive advantage for participants in eco-labelling schemes 

                                                 
12 European Commission, 2008 
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o More eco-efficient use of products not labelled as such.   

 

4.1.2 Problems of eco-labelling 

Benefits gained from the use of eco-labels are counterbalanced by the problems 
of costs and time taken for award of the eco-label.   These fall particularly hard on 
SMEs as the use of eco-labels incurs charges for accreditation for the award, use 
of the logo/label and an annual contribution to maintain the use of the label/logo, 
often through a percentage share of the sales of the product13.  This will be 
examined in Section 6.   

 

4.2 Eco-labelling systems 
Product labels may be mandatory or voluntary.  Mandatory labelling is always 
third party labelling (i.e. an independent body is required to attest that required 
standards have been achieved) whereas voluntary programmes may be 
established by firms or business associations as well as by third parties14.   

 

4.2.1 Mandatory labels for the textiles, clothing and footwear 
sectors  

Also referred to as ‘negative’ or ‘positive/neutral’ information disclosure programs, 
these labels are legal requirements and prescribed by the governing legal 
framework.  The emphasis is on the consumer’s right to know in order to make 
better informed purchasing and disposal choices.  Most compulsory product 
information refers to the health and safety aspects of products, giving details of 
chemical composition or proper usage and disposal of the product15.  Examples 
of these are food labels which declare the nutritional content of processed16 food, 
or batteries sold with the phrase "BATTERY MUST BE RECYCLED OR 
DISPOSED OF PROPERLY".   

 

Within the textiles industry, mandatory labelling extends to declaring fibre content 
on a label that is easy to read and visible at the time of sale and the CE mark (for 
personal protective equipment) to indicate that it meets health and safety 
standards set by the EU.   

                                                 
13 Rubik and Frankl, 2005 
14 ibid 
15 Citizen’s Information,2008 
16 unprocessed food labelling is voluntary 
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Fibre content:  

The European Union (1996) Directive 96/74/EC sets out the rules of naming 
(using codes rather than language) and definitions of the textile fibres.  It is 
prescriptive, as uncertainty regarding the fibres may affect trade.  The legal 
requirements of this are set down in S.I. 245 European Communities (Names and 
Labelling of Textile Products) Regulations, 1998.  These apply to products made 
up either entirely of textile fibres (e.g. in clothes, curtains or bed linen) and also 
where at least 80% is textile components (e.g. furniture, umbrella / sunshade 
coverings, floor coverings, mattresses and camping goods, the warm linings of 
footwear, gloves, mittens and mitts).  S.I. 63 European Communities (Labelling of 
Footwear) Regulations, 1996, sets out rules regarding footwear labelling.  These 
often appear as stickers on the base of the footwear, on the shoebox or inside the 
shoes.  Labelling information must convey - through text, symbols or pictures - 
the materials making up the composition of the various areas of the footwear. 

 

There is no legal obligation to show care labels: however, it is advised as the 
manufacturer may be held liable under the EU’s Product Liability Directive if a 
problem occurs.  Where care labels are shown, there are prescribed directions for 
their use, and they are not required for products that do not require care (e.g. 
those which cannot be washed or are disposable)17. 

 

Health, safety and the environment:  

Award of the CE (Conformité Européene) label means that the product conforms 
to all health, safety and environmental protection standards of the European 
Union laid down in the relevant sectoral or vertical Directives.  Example products 
covered by this range from electrical equipment, refrigerators and gas water 
heaters to helmets, toys and heart pacemakers.  In the textiles and clothing 
sector, the CE label relates to products that are personal protective equipment 
(such as motor cycling clothes) and toys, low voltage and electromagnetic 
compatibility18, i.e. household items such as lampshades.  There is currently a 
discussion about bringing the CE mark and the Ecolabel (‘the Flower’) together 
for certain products to aid credibility of the logo19. 

 

4.3 Voluntary labels for the textiles, clothing 
and footwear sectors 

Textile eco-labelling systems are voluntary labels with environmental information, 
with the decision to use them currently left to the market operators.  Currently, a 

                                                 
17 fashion.informat., 2008 
18 Citizen’s Information, 2008 
19 European Parliament 2008 
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website hosted by Vancouver-based Big Room Inc. has identified20 at least 309 
eco-labels on a world wide basis, of which 41 cover textiles.  The website does 
not claim to display an exhaustive list, and (like the Wikipedia website) 
encourages visitors to upload information about eco-labels that they may have 
missed; the Appendix illustrates the textiles eco-labels and their main criteria.   

 

A comprehensive account of the nature and proliferation of eco-labels may be 
found in reports by the US Environmental Protection Agency21 and Environmental 
Resource Management22.  The primary issues in eco-labelling are whether the 
programme relies on third-party or first party verification and the criteria by which 
the eco-label is awarded.   

• First-party verification tends to promote positive environmental 
attributes of products and testing is performed by marketers from within 
the organisation.   

• Third-party verification is carried out by an independent source that 
awards labels to products based on certain environmental criteria or 
standards.  These can be either mandatory (e.g. hazard or warning 
labels, and information disclosure labels) or voluntary (typically positive 
or neutral report cards, seal-of-approval, or single-attribute certification 
programs).   

Within textiles, third party verification tends to be a mix of seal-of-approval, or 
single-attribute certification programs.   

 

4.3.1 Seal of approval programs  

A logo is awarded or licensed to products judged to be less environmentally 
harmful than comparable products.  Companies need to make an application to 
be awarded the label, the candidate products are examined and, if they meet the 
required standards, the award is granted.  This is based on a specific set of 
award criteria which can be suggested by either manufacturers or program 
officials.  There is often some form of life cycle analysis (LCA) but not necessarily 
a full LCA with a public review of the program.   

 

Criteria for award (also known as technical reports) are set through consultation 
with the government, standards-setting organizations, consultants, expert panels, 
and/or ad hoc task forces established to work on specific product categories.  
They are administered through a central decision-making board - typically 
composed of academics and scientists, business and trade representatives, 
consumer groups, environmental groups, and government representatives such 

                                                 
20 Ecolabelling, 2008 
21 EPA, 1998 
22 ERM, 2000 
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as environment agencies.  The criteria set take into account various factors such 
as environmental policy goals, consumer awareness of environmental issues, 
trade positioning, effects on imports and exports, and economic effects on 
domestic industry.   

 

In general, criteria are reviewed about every three years, and contracts have to 
be renewed.  The review process is designed to provide for continuous tightening 
of award criteria, such that only a small percentage of products will qualify for the 
label, thus providing an incentive for all other product manufacturers to improve 
the environmental attributes of their products.   

 

Well-known seal-of-approval programs include Germany’s Blue Angel, Canada’s 
Eco-logo, and the US’s Green Seal.   

 

4.3.2 Single-attribute certification programs 

Single-attribute certification programs certify that claims made for a single-
attribute of a product meet a specified definition.  Such programs define specific 
terms such as “recycled” or “biodegradable” and accept applications from 
marketers for verification that their product attributes meet the program definition.  
The primary single certification program in the US is the Scientific Certification 
System’s (SCS) Single Claim Attribute Certification.  Alternatively, programs can 
set definitions of claims and manufacturers must meet these requirements.  This 
is the case with the US Energy Star program, which sets stringent energy-
efficient standards that products must meet before being awarded the “Energy 
Star.” 

 

4.3.3 Report Cards 

The report card label, one type of information disclosure label, uses a 
standardized format to categorize and quantify various impacts / burdens that a 
product has on the environment.  Specific and consistent information (e.g. 
pounds of air emissions) is presented on the label, allowing a comparison across 
categories.  By providing the consumer with standardized detailed information 
and little interpretation, the report card allows consumers to make judgments 
based on their particular environmental concerns. 

 

In the US, SCS has prepared an eco-profile that can be applied to any product 
category.  These eco-profiles are based on a LCA which is the first step in the 
more comprehensive Life Cycle Stressor Effects Assessment (LCSEA).  The 
SCS eco-profile evaluation is a multi-step process involving the identification and 
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quantification of inputs and outputs for every stage of a product’s life cycle 
including raw materials extraction, material processing, manufacturing, 
distribution, use, and disposal.  Based on the assessment, three claims of 
achievement may be certified environmental state-of-the-art, improvements, or 
advantages.  The UK’s Carbon Footprint programme is a similar approach of LCA 
and estimating the carbon footprint of a product and its supply chain, with a 
commitment by the applicant firm to reduce the impact over a given period of 
time. 

 

4.4 Standards and criteria used by eco-labels  
The above programs are categorised into a system organised by the International 
Standards Organisation (ISO).  The ISO, with origins in the union of International 
Federation of the National Standardizing Associations (ISA - established 1926) 
and the United Nations Standards Coordinating Committee (UNSCC – 
established 1944) came into being as a body in 1947.  The aim at the outset was 
to “create a new international organization, of which the object would be to 
facilitate the international coordination and unification of industrial standards".  
Membership of the ISO is fee based, with varying levels of fees depending on 
whether the country is a developed, developing or small economy; there are 
currently 147 countries at all stages of economic development.  As international 
trading has developed, they are now regarded as “International Standards”, with 
the intention of “facilitating the elimination of unnecessary barriers to trade, as a 
suitable basis for technical regulations and ensure that these International 
Standards are fully compliant with the requirements set by the Agreement on 
Technical Barriers to Trade of the WTO”23.  Each standard is discussed at 
workshops involving member representatives and published when agreed.  The 
ISO standards are then interpreted for use within various labelling programmes.  
Within textiles, the most common in standards used are ISO, SA and Fair Trade.   

 

4.4.1 The International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) 

The technical committee (ISO/TC 207) is responsible for developing 
environmental standards placed in the ISO 14000 series.  Published documents 
and ongoing work address the following areas: environmental management 
systems (EMSs), environmental auditing and other related environmental 
investigations, environmental performance evaluation, environmental labelling, 
life-cycle assessment (LCA), environmental aspects in product standards and 
terms and definitions. 

• ISO 14001 series - requirements for Environmental Management 
Systems 

• ISO 9001 series - requirements for quality management systems 

                                                 
23 ISO 2009 
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• ISO 65 (EN 45011) – requirements for certification bodies operating a 
product certification system and is an indicator that a certification body 
is competent.   

ISO has developed standards for three types of environmental product claims, 
termed ISO Type I, II and III24.  The main elements of each claim type are 
described in Figure 3.   

Figure 3: The main elements of ISO types I, II and III. 

Type I  
(ISO 14024) 

 
 

 
 

 

First edition 01/04/1999 

• based on criteria set by a third party and are multi issue, 
being based on the product’s life cycle impacts 

• the awarding body may be either a governmental organisation 
or a private non-commercial entity 

• examples include the EC Ecolabel, Nordic Swan and German 
Blue Angel. 

 
Type I labels are further classified as:  

• ‘Classical’ ISO type I approaches: Third-party labels referring 
– explicitly or implicitly - to the standard, or  

• Other third-party, ISO type I like labelling: Third-party labels 
containing not most, but major elements of the ISO type I 
standard (e.g. third party verification, multi criteria based). 

Type II  
(ISO 14021) 
 
First edition 1999 
 

• based on self-declarations by manufacturers or retailers  

• there are numerous examples of such claims e.g. ‘made from 
x% recycled material’. 

Type III  
(ISO/Technical 
Report 14025) 
 
First edition 
15/03/2000 
 

• consist of quantified product information based on life cycle 
impacts 

• impacts are presented in a form that facilitates comparison 
between products e.g. a set of parameters 

• there is no comparing or weighting against other products 
inherent within the claim. 

Single issue 
(partially covered 
by ISO 14020) 

 

• labelling schemes such as the private Forest Stewardship 
Council (FSC) and organic food labels do not fall within any of 
these categories but are partially covered by ISO 14020 - 
General Guidelines for Environmental Claims and 
Declarations. 

                                                 
24 ERM 2000 
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4.4.2 The Social Accountability 8000 (SA 8000)  

First released in October 1997, this was the first global ethical standard 
developed to ensure ethical sourcing and production of goods and services.  The 
SA 8000 is developed by Social Accountability International (SAI), an affiliate of 
the Council on Economic Priorities (CEP).  CEP is a public service research 
organization in New York with a mission to provide accurate and impartial 
analysis of companies’ social performance.  Like the ISO, it has a body of experts 
drafted into its Advisory Board which is responsible for drafting the SA 8000 
standard, as well as providing direction and recommendation regarding the 
function, operation and policy of SAI.  The Advisory Board includes 
representatives from unions, organizations for human rights and children’s rights, 
academia, retailers, manufacturers, contractors, non-governmental organizations, 
consultants, accounting firms, as well as certification bodies.  The SA 8000 is 
managed and awarded by the Social Accountability Accreditation Services 
(SAAS).  An SAAS-accredited auditing firm, known as a Certification Body, is 
assigned the job of auditing a corporatewear company for certification for the SA 
8000.  Based on the conventions of the International Labour Organization, the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, as well as the United Nations Convention 
on the Rights of a Child, the standard is applicable to all companies regardless of 
scale, industry and location.  As with the ISO standards, the SA emerged through 
and is driven by market forces.  It has a comprehensive system of auditing and a 
well defined set of procedures that must be followed to attain valid certification25. 

 

4.5 Fair trade 
The Fairtrade label is a seal of approval that appears on products that meet 
internationally agreed Fairtrade standards, and is a guarantee to consumers that 
their purchases will benefit the producers, their families and the surrounding 
communities from the developing countries that they originate from.  There is a 
national satellite system of administering the Fairtrade Certification and Labelling 
system and each national not-for-profit organisation is a full member of Fairtrade 
Labelling Organizations (FLO eV) internationally.  This is done by a certification 
and trade audit system that applies to all companies in the supply chain, from 
origination to final packaging: from producers (who comply with Fairtrade 
standards), through to importers (who pay a Fairtrade premium, in addition to 
minimum prices, that supports social, economic and environmental development) 
and Fairtrade licensees, who are licensed to apply the Fairtrade label to 
packaged products and sell them in to the market26.   

 

The Fair Trade Labelling Organisation International is a Fairtrade Labelling 
Organizations International (FLO), which is a member of the ISEAL Alliance along 
with other members including Social Accountability International with its SA 8000 
standard.  The ISEAL (International Social and Environmental Accreditation and 

                                                 
25 SAI 2008 
26 fair-trade, 2008a 
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Labelling) Alliance is a formal collaboration of leading international standard-
setting and conformity assessment organisations focused on social and 
environmental issues27.  The standards that they refer to and interpret for their 
own purposes are:   

• ISO/IEC Guide 2:2004.  Standardisation and related activities - General 
vocabulary. 

• ISO/IEC Guide 59:1994.  Code of good practice for standardisation. 

• ISO/IEC Guide 14024:1999.  Environmental labels and declarations - 
Type 1 environmental labelling - Principles and procedures. 

• OECD GD(97)137.  Processes and Production Methods (PPMs): 
Conceptual Framework and Considerations on Use of PPM-based 
Trade Measures. 

• WTO Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary 
Measures (SPS). 

• WTO Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) Annex 3: Code 
of good practice for the preparation, adoption and application of 
standards. 

• WTO Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) Second 
Triennial Review Annex 4. 

• Principles for the Development of International Standards, Guides and 
Recommendations with relation to Articles 2, 5 and Annex 3 of the 
Agreement. 

 

                                                 
27 fair-trade, 2008b 
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5 Product labels 
indicating EoL 
management 

The tables in the Appendix display the general eco-labels used for textiles and 
textiles related products (the website contains a more detailed comparison 
between the eco-labels).  Of the 42 eco-labels, six labels have been identified 
that indicate end-of-life management in the criteria for award.  These are 
illustrated in Table 3 below.  The standards referred to by each label were noted 
to be a mix of environmental, life cycle analysis and social welfare standards as 
described in Section 4.  These standards are:  

• ISO 9000 

• ISO 14024 

• ISO 14021 

• SA 8000 

• Greenhouse Gas Verification and Forestry Certification Services 

• Fair Labour Organisation 

• WRAP. 

 

The eco-labels were further examined to identify textile / clothing companies and 
their products which had been awarded certification or licence; this is displayed in 
Table 4, from which it can be seen that three eco-labels have been awarded to 
companies involved in the manufacture of apparel or footwear: Cradle to Cradle 
(C2C), EcoMark (India) and Green Mark (Taiwan).  Based on the criteria 
discussed in Section 2.3, EcoMark India has not yet achieved business 
confidence or consumer awareness while Green Mark is a type II (voluntary self 
declared) label.  Due to its acceptance and credibility to date, the C2C label will 
be further examined with regards to its criteria.  This will be compared with the 
Japanese eco-label EcoMate and the current EU Ecolabel (the Flower), an eco-
label that is currently being proliferated across many product categories and 
appears to have had a good uptake by the textiles industry.   
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Table 3: Eco-labels referring to EoL management within their criteria 
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Table 4: Textile companies and products having been awarded the criteria with EoL management. 

 

 

5.1 Cradle to cradle (C2C) 

 

Figure 4 is the summary chart of the criteria as published by MBDC, the company 
which awards the C2C label.  Products are developed for closed-loop systems in 
which every ingredient is safe and beneficial – either to biodegrade naturally and 
restore the soil, or to be fully recycled into high-quality materials for subsequent 
product generations, again and again28.  Criteria fall into the following five 
categories: 

• Product / material transparency and human / environmental health 
characteristics of materials 

• Product / material reutilization  

• Production energy  

• Water use at manufacturing facility  

• Social fairness / corporate ethics. 

Within the certification process, MBDC evaluates a material or product’s 
ingredients and the complete formulation for human and environmental health 
impacts throughout their lifecycles, as well as the capacity for the product to be 
fully recycled or composted.  Certification of a finished product also requires the 
evaluation of energy use quantity and quality (i.e. relative proportion of renewable 
energy), water use quantity, water effluent quality, and workplace ethics 
associated with manufacturing. 

                                                 
28 MBDC 2007 
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If a candidate material or product is found to achieve the necessary criteria, it will 
be certified as a Silver, Gold or Platinum product or as a Technical / Biological 
Nutrient (available for homogeneous materials or less complex products).  MBDC 
is developing a system and guidelines by which companies who have certified 
products can license the use of the Cradle to Cradle brand for marketing. 

 

A ‘Platinum’ product requires the most stringent of tests and verification 
procedures and for EoL management is of most interest to this study.  The Gold 
and Platinum levels describe the recovery plan that the applicant has in place for 
the product in terms of logistics and recovery, including:  

• Scope: how extensive the recovery effort will be  

• Timeline: when the actual recovery will begin  

• Budget: commitment of resources (e.g. dollars, labour, equipment, etc).  

 

The plan can include partners outside the traditional supply chain (e.g. recycling 
partners, recovery / transportation partners, etc).  This does not necessarily mean 
a product take-back program.  That is one potential strategy for closing the loop 
on the materials / product, but there are also several other legitimate strategies.  
For example, utilizing design for disassembly (DfD) strategies along with third 
party regional recyclers may be more effective in recovering and reutilizing 
materials than a product take-back program that requires potentially highly 
dispersed products to be sent back to the manufacturer.   

 

For award of Platinum level, the applicant needs to demonstrate that the plan 
developed for Gold award has been implemented.  As each manufacturing 
system varies, the certifying body will judge the validity and efficacy of each 
applicant’s program on a case-by-case basis. 
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Figure 4: Certification criteria for C2C 
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5.2 EcoMate 

 

This logo from Japan is attached to a product certified by the Japan Apparel 
Industry Council as “a commodity adopting design conducive to recycling”29, i.e. it 
identifies clothing that can be recycled.  There are two elements to this logo: the 
fabric properties and the take-back system in place.   

 

The fabric:  

Networks of companies, which are part of a chain of firms, make use of a specific 
type of polyester fibres that can be broken down and remade back into polyester 
fibres.  This is done by the Japanese fibre and apparel manufacturer Teijin; 
companies such as AEON and Uniqlo in Japan and Patagonia in the USA are 
making use of this technology.  Only clothing that incorporates the specified 
appropriate fibres may be recycled in this way through Teijin.  Teijin calls their 
network and the system using this process their ‘EcoCircle’ system.  They can 
develop a number of types of polyesters suitable for a range of different uses and 
garments, illustrated in Figure 5 taken from the Teijin website. 

 

Figure 5: EcoCircle garment products 

 

                                                 
29 AEON, 2004, p 12 
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Take back:  

The EcoMate logo is used by Japanese clothing retailer AEON who have also set 
up a take-back system for clothing that bears the EcoMate label.  The clothing 
collected is taken back to Teijin.  The US group Patagonia also takes back some 
clothing and transports back to Japan and Teijin as part of their Common Threads 
Garment Recycling programme30.  Patagonia has a range of products in this 
recycling loop, though not every product that they sell is included.  The AEON 
group has taken this a step further and have developed a stand-alone retail 
concept (Self+Service) that is based on an EoL management system for the 
clothes that they sell.  The store partners up with Nakano Inc., the leading used 
clothing recycler in Japan, to collect and sort the clothing (Figure 6).  Their initial 
idea has been to take back only clothes with the EcoMate logo but they are now 
developing a system to collect clothing not bearing the EcoMate logo. 

 

Figure 6: The self+service retail signage and the recycle system for clothing take-back 

 

 

                                                 
30 Patagonia, 2009 
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5.3 The EU ‘Flower’ Ecolabel 

 

According to the European Ecolabel catalogue31, 75 companies have been 
awarded the EU Flower for textiles products, across 22 different countries within 
Europe as well as Australia, New Zealand, India, Egypt, Thailand and Hong 
Kong.  Among the companies awarded the EU Flower are two corporatewear 
companies: Jyden Workwear and Kentaur A/S, both companies in Denmark.  
Figure 7 illustrates the various areas of examination, and it can be seen that it is 
a LCA approach to certification.  The scope of the EU Flower criteria for award 
appears to be comprehensive: however, criteria for EoL management are not as 
well defined as in C2C (Figure 8).  Given its apparent success, this may present 
an opportunity to expand the existing criteria.   

 

5.3.1 Eco-labels with EoL management criteria: procedures 
for award 

The method of application for an eco-label varies according to the certifying body, 
the criteria being assessed and the period for which the award is conferred. 

 

Figure 9 illustrates the stages required for obtaining an EU Flower (the EU 
Ecolabel)32.  As can be seen the process is 14 stages long, starting with the 
decision to apply.  Once the company has applied for the eco-label, the 
chemicals that do not meet the criteria are identified and replaced by those that 
do.  This takes place at each stage of production.  A regular and honest quality 
control system is vital to ensure that products being tested meet the criteria at any 
time, as the awarding body is authorised to conduct random tests.  The emphasis 
is on environmental, health and safety and product performance.  Although the 
overview (Figure 7) indicates EoL management, there do not appear to be any 
criteria specifically for EoL (Figure 8).   

 

                                                 
31 Ecolabel catalogue 2009 
32 Atilgan 2007 
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Figure 7: The scope of the EU ‘Flower’ for textiles and textiles related products 
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Figure 8: Summary of the criteria for the EU ‘Flower’. 
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Figure 9: Application and verification procedure for award of the EU ‘Flower’  

 

 

5.4 Cradle to Cradle 
The EoL management criteria for the C2C label are comprehensive, as the use of 
materials that will have a useful after-life either in recycling or ‘upcycling’33 is the 
founding principle for the Cradle to Cradle methodology.  Figure 10 outlines the 
process for certification and Figure 11 outlines the documentation required for all 
levels from basic (Silver) to Gold and then Platinum awards.  The process also 
comprises 14 stages and, like the EU Flower, it examines process as well as 
materials.  It differs in that the label is awarded at levels which denote how close 
the product is to closed-loop system and makes use of renewable powered 
energy (Platinum award indicating use of 100% renewable energy to manufacture 
the product).  The standard process as illustrated in Figure 10 may become more 
complex depending on the complexities of the product or supply chain34. 

 

                                                 
33 EPEA, 2008a 
34 EPEA, 2008b 
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Figure 10: Cradle to Cradle process for certification 

 

Figure 11: Cradle to Cradle application documentation required 
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5.5 Costs of eco-labelling 
As noted in Section 2.4, benefits of eco-labelling have to be balanced against the 
costs.  ISO type I eco-labelling programmes (such as the EU Flower and the C2C 
label) require all or some of the following sets of costs to be paid for:  

• Annual fee to the awarding body for using the eco-label of between 
0.001-0.2% of annual product turnover35 

• Verification costs (money and time) of testing to be conducted by a third 
party (a laboratory)   

• Audit by the awarding company 

• Issuing of the certificate. 

 

5.5.1 Cradle to Cradle  

Costs involved with C2C certification are per product component.  The prices 
quoted in the program are36: 

• Material Assessment:  

o €500 for 1-10 product component per product component 

o €400 for 11-25 product component  per product component  

o €300 for 25+ product component per product component  

• Process Evaluation: €4,000 for one process 

• Audit by MBDC: €1,500 

• Cradle to Cradle Certificate by MBDC: €500. 

 

5.5.2 The EU Flower 

The cost for using the EU Ecolabel is set at 0.15% of the annual turnover of the 
Ecolabelled product37, and can cost up to €1,300 for registration (i.e. to apply for 
the label), €25,000 per year for the use of the label, with a reduction of 25% for 
SMEs38.   

 

                                                 
35 Rubik and Frankl, 2005 
36 EPEA 2008b 
37 Rubik and Frankl, 2005 
38 buyusa.gov 2009 
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Atilgan (2007) indicated that the costs of using eco-labelled production made the 
finished product between 12-15% more expensive to make (illustrated in Tables 5 
and 6), therefore manufacturers and retailers were not very interested at that 
time.  However, he suggested that these costs may be mitigated through the use 
of smaller amounts of high quality products, optimising the production techniques 
e.g. by controlling all recipes and procedures, and identifying problem areas.   

 

Table 5: The comparison of costs of men’s underwear produced with classical and environment-
friendly methods (SF). 

 

 

Table 6: The cost comparison of environmental and classical production (DM).   

 

 

Regardless of the analysis of costs / benefits, Atilgan urged the Turkish 
government and industry to become engaged with eco-labelling as, after the 
WTO agreements on quotas have ceased, the next area of purchase and trading 
selection looks set to be based on the criteria set by the eco-labelling bodies.   

 

5.5.3 Outline costs for ‘standard’ vs ‘eco’ corporate clothing 

As can be inferred from the above costs, it would be extremely difficult to arrive at 
a cost analysis for every scenario.  We therefore asked a UK corporatewear 
supplier, Incorporatewear, to estimate the costs to them of using eco-labelled 
fabrics.  Incorporatewear suggested the use of Teijin fabrics, for its EcoCircle and 
closed loop system of fibre processing.  Table 7 illustrates the cost differences 
between current fabric and that from Teijin.  We then considered the cost in terms 
of a suit (Table 8), and the typical costs to a firm buying the eco-labelled items, to 
estimate the impact on the firm (Table 9). 
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Table 7: Comparison between corporate clothing made using regular or EcoCircle fabric 

Cost per 
meter

Cost to 
Supplier

Margin 
added

Premium 
for mfr of 

eco product
Price per 

item

Extra cost 
for eco 
product

Combat/Chino Trouser £4.20
Poly/Cotton £5.00 £2.00 £7.00
Recycled Poly/Eco cotton £8.00 £3.20 £11.20

Polo shirt (mid range) £2.52
Basic Poly/Cotton £1.70 £0.68 £2.38
Mid range Poly/Cotton £3.20 £1.28 £4.48
Premium Poly/Cotton £4.00 £1.60 £5.60
Recycled Poly/Eco cotton £5.00 £2.00 £7.00

Suit (priced at fabric used) 3 meters per suit £9.20
Teijin - 55% poly/45% new wool £4.80 £14.40 £5.76 £5.00 £25.16
Standard Poly/Wool £3.80 £11.40 £4.56 £15.96

Suit Jacket (priced at fabric used) 1.8 meters per suit £5.52
Teijin - 55% poly/45% new wool £4.80 £8.64 £3.46 £3.00 £15.10
Standard Poly/Wool £3.80 £6.84 £2.74 £9.58

Suit Jacket (priced at fabric used) 1.2 meters per suit £3.68
Teijin - 55% poly/45% new wool £4.80 £5.76 £2.30 £2.00 £10.06
Standard Poly/Wool £3.80 £4.56 £1.82 £6.38
 

 

Table 8: Comparison for a suit made of regular fabric vs EcoCircle 

Approximate cost per outfit Standard Eco
Eco 

Premium
Casual - 2xTrouser 4xPolo shirt £31.92 £50.40 £18.48
Smart - 1xJkt 2xTrs £22.34 £35.22 £12.88  

 

Table 9: Effect of the price differences on the company size 

Casual Smart

No of emp. Standard Eco
Eco 

Premium Standard Eco
Eco 

Premium
Micro 10 £319 £504 £185 £223 £352 £129
Small 50 £1,596 £2,520 £924 £1,117 £1,761 £644

Medium 100 £3,192 £5,040 £1,848 £2,234 £3,522 £1,288
Large 500 £15,960 £25,200 £9,240 £11,172 £17,612 £6,440

Corporation 3000 £95,760 £151,200 £55,440 £67,032 £105,672 £38,640
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6 Potential developments 
for eco-labels with EoL 
management criteria 

We spoke to Royal Mail Group (RMG) to discover their approach to EoL 
management for their uniforms.  Royal Mail are linked in with a textile recycler 
and are considering clear labelling to encourage employees to properly dispose 
of the uniform.  This is an alternative approach to eco-labelling and is a similar 
approach to that of AEON and EcoMate, but is not driven by fabric property, 
rather de-logoing issues.   

 

6.1 Royal Mail Group  
The entire RMG spend on all products is about £2billion, the amount on uniforms 
for Royal Mail39 is £11.4-12.4 million a year: i.e., between 150,000 and 255,000 
uniform wearers with an additional 55,000 if sub-postmasters / mistresses buy 
uniforms to wear.  RMG are subject to Public Procurement Law when organising 
contractors to supply them with products, as the orders are so large and could 
potentially cause too much reliance on the Group for the supplier’s business.  
Contract approval takes a period of about two or three years and a contract will 
last for between three and five years with an option to extend by another five 
(thus making contracts last about 10 years).   

 

Royal Mail had worked with recycler Field Textiles who also recycle materials for 
the Ministry of Defence.  Field Textiles were working in close association with 
managing agent DSA, but they had not been able to track the destinations of their 
discarded uniforms and so could not assess performance against CSR 
goals/objectives.  All corporatewear had been collected in one container for 
disposal; no sorting took place and so there was no understanding of where 
products were destined for (see Figure 12).   

 

                                                 
39 that Graham West and his colleague are responsible for 
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Figure 12: The flow of materials is between Field Textiles, Dimensions and RM. 

Employees at 
RM

Dimensions
(agent)

All uniforms and 
footwear

Field Textiles

When finished 

Recycle/reuse
Reports from them to RMG

Provider, supplier, distributer and recycler

 

 

Royal Mail estimates that they currently have less than 1% corporatewear going 
to landfill (0.86%) and they are working towards lowering this further.  They intend 
to designate each route (currently labelled A, B, C) with a colour code and 
incorporate their corporate products with these labels to enable appropriate 
disposal by each employee at their worksite.  The labels will be colour coded to 
be the same as the bags into which the employees will place the items for 
disposal; there is also discussion about potential research into touch sensitive 
fabrics for employees that are vision impaired.  The logos as envisioned by the 
Royal Mail spokesperson (Graham West) are illustrated in Figure 13.   

Figure 13: Visuals used by Royal Mail to help their staff sort returned uniforms 
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6.2 Stakeholder analysis ~ risks/benefits 
Reflection on current practice within the corporate clothing/uniform sector led to 
the creation of a stakeholder analysis diagram to illustrate where stakeholders are 
positioned in terms of ‘influence on practice’ and ‘importance of sustainability’. 

 

The Recycler (8) in each scenario has been positioned in the top left hand 
quadrant of the diagram; i.e.: 

• high level of influence on industry practice (they can opt to either 
accept, or refuse corporate clothing – due to the EoL implications of 
fibre composition of a garment) and,  

• as their business links directly to sustainability, we assume that 
sustainable practice is their priority. 

 

We considered the attitudes of the Wearer (7) to EoL management of clothes as 
they are the final link in the chain before EoL management considerations.  We 
asked a sample of 404 shoppers in Manchester in January 2009 to answer the 
following questions: 

• Do you look for environmental information on clothing items when 
buying them? 

11% of the sample of 404 people replied yes 

• If there were environmental information put into or on clothing, would 
this affect your purchase? 

41% of the sample of 404 people replied yes.   

This raises the issue about the amount of information or knowledge that the 
wearer has about eco-labelling for clothing, and suggests that a campaign to 
raise awareness may increase enthusiasm to dispose of clothing through more 
appropriate routes.   

 

We considered three scenarios for each of the eight stakeholders within the 
contexts of their priorities and positioned them within the matrix relative to their 
impact on industry practice combined with their current stance on sustainability.  
The matrix in Figure 14 illustrates where each of the eight stakeholders are: 

• currently, 

• following the introduction of policy to support more stringent EoL 
policies, and  

• following the introduction of a uniform policy on tax tabs.   
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Figure 14: Stakeholder analysis to show current and potential positions against influence on 
practice and importance of sustainability 

 

 

Scenario 1: Current situation (numbers with no shading) 

Most stakeholders are in the centre of the matrix, with the exception of the 
wearer.  In line with the lack of definitive policies, we felt that each stakeholder 
has equal influence on industry practice and regards sustainability issues with 
equal measure of importance, resulting in a lack of real direction:   

• Providers (3) and Suppliers (4) currently have a relatively low level of 
influence on practice, in relation to a higher importance of sustainability.   

• National and European Government (1,2) are fairly central within the 
matrix but have a slight lead on the providers and suppliers on 
influencing practice through current taxation rules on branding, and 
sustainability through policies encouraging ecological practice, but 
there is no enforcement currently in place.   
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• The Wearer (7) has little influence on industry practice (there are some 
exceptions, for instance the Royal Mail provide appropriate garments 
for vegan wearers) and in terms of their status they are in a position 
where they have low levels of influence both on industry practice or of 
their regard for sustainability.   

 

Scenario 2: Introduction of levies (numbers in the lightly 
shaded squares) 

The introduction of levies has the potential to empower a number of the 
stakeholders, notably the corporatewear Wearer (7): 

• The Wearer (7): although their influence on industry practice is still low, 
it is increased from current situation and the importance with which 
sustainability is regarded is raised to a much higher level.   

• The Provider (3) would be required to pay disposal fees of garments at 
the purchasing stage.  Therefore, the purchasers are likely to forcibly 
enforce clothing/uniform returns, making the Wearer a more significant 
partner in the EoL process.   

• The Recycler (8) and corporatewear Supplier (4) become much more 
influential regarding industry practice as they will be involved in 
sourcing raw materials and ensuring the appropriate EoL management 
treatments.   

 

Scenario 3: Introduction of more formalised strategy on tax 
tab/branding guidelines (numbers in the circles with darker 
shading) 

Tax tabs are the means by which the government monitors and approves / 
disapproves the corporate branding applied to garments and accessories worn to 
present the required corporate image.  The process of applying a tax tab is 
complex and they are not uniformly applied.  Were the tax tab applied uniformly, 
all stakeholders (except the wearer) will have a higher level of influence both on 
practice and their impact on sustainability.  The largest issue that corporatewear 
providers face is the risk associated with retrospective assessments that have 
been known to result in tax demands being made after garments have been worn 
for a period of months.  Increased clarity would aid decisions made at the 
conception and production stages. 

 

We considered the impacts on each of the stakeholders upon introduction of eco-
labelling of corporatewear; this is presented in Table 10.   
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Table 10: Impact on Stakeholders 

  Benefits Problems 

Wearer clear instructions for disposal yet another label to become 
familiar with? 

Government 
increased efficiencies in setting 

and achieving waste management 
policies and targets 

how to ensure transparency and 
avoid unfair trading negotiations 

(e.g. with small, developing 
economies) 

Corporatewear 
providers 

potential to increase source of 
revenue from increasing 

reuse/recycle and decrease landfill 

bear the extra costs of buying an 
eco-labelled product 

Manufacturers 
(of 
corporatewear 
and/or textiles) 

extra source of competitive 
advantage 

manufacturing costs increased due 
to licensing system of eco-label 

Recyclers 
increased input in the conception 
and design of raw materials with a 

view towards EoL management 

the eco-label itself does not help 
the specific job of collection and 

sorting 
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7 Conclusions 
This report illustrates the complex nature of the corporate clothing sector, and the 
issues that would affect the adoption of a labelling system to improve EoL 
management.  As corporate clothing is used by organisations to present a visible 
message of their branding, there is the potential for this vehicle to be used to 
promote their ecological ethos toward, as the Danish corporatewear company 
Jyden does on their website40 for their award of the EU Flower. 

 

Given that the benefits of eco-labelling are hampered by the costs, we felt an 
initial measure that corporatewear suppliers could take to encourage take-back of 
the clothing and or appropriate disposal of clothing may be the use of the ‘recycle’ 
logo as either a label or part of the packaging.  This could be followed up by 
application for the award of an eco-label.   

 

We conclude this report by offering the recommendations as set out in Section 8.  

 

                                                 
40 www.jyden-workwear.com 
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7.1 Considered options – use of existing 
labelling 

Eco-label Pros: Cons: 
 

EU Flower  
 
 

 

• Internationally recognised 
and growing acceptance 
(75 companies have been 
awarded the logo in 22 
countries including India 
and Hong Kong) 

• If pursued, the criteria 
could be expanded to 
accommodate EoL 
management  

• The criteria could include 
that the provider would 
return items 

• Criterion for EoL 
management does not 
currently exist 
(opportunity?) 

• Regarded as an extra 
expense by corporatewear 
providers due to the 
licensing fees and 
verification costs. 

 
Recycle now (UK)  

 
 

 

• Free to use so offers an 
inexpensive way for 
suppliers and providers of 
corporate clothing to 
encourage sustainable 
use / disposal of items by 
the wearers 

• Promotional 
documentation is 
available to support 
recycling 

• Use of the logo on label or 
garment would provide a 
consistent message to the 
wearers and would serve 
to encourage responsible 
disposal of corporate 
clothing in a similar way to 
paper waste. 

• Supplementary 
documentation could be 
included with items at the 
dispatch stage 

• It does not define the 
routes of disposal and is 
not necessarily indicative 
of EoL management.   
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8 Recommendations  
Having considered aspects of current corporate clothing provision, a number of 
recommendations have been formulated.  These suggestions have been grouped 
dependent on the relevant stakeholder: 

Corporate clothing suppliers: 

• Source and make use of eco-labelled products. 

• Encourage relationships with the textile recyclers. 

 

Corporate clothing providers: 

• Be mindful that corporate clothing / uniforms can be a vehicle to 
promote their eco-credentials: capture a market opportunity  

• Devise more efficient methods of recovering corporatewear to put into 
reuse / recycle / remanufacture routes. 

• Consider ways to increase the visibility of their eco-credentials. 

• Encourage relationships with the textile recyclers. 

 

Government (providers of uniforms / workwear, also utilising reused textile 
products): 

• Opportunity to ‘lead by example’ and use models of best practice which 
require GA / Local Authorities to use products with recognisable reuse / 
recyclable properties. 

• Encourage use of reused textile products for janitorial supply use, 
stipulating a minimum proportion of GA / authority order quantities. 

 

Government (to inform policy development): 

• Consider how policies could be applied that will encourage best 
practice: Green Public Procurement… 

• Create a nationally recognised standard for requirements of tax tab / 
corporate embellishment for corporate clothing. 

• Consider the viability of levies: 

o to the suppliers… 
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o to the providers where they are required to pay a charge for the 
future disposal of the products they provide to their workforce, to 
encourage an increased level of take-back. 

• Encourage best practice by acknowledging the value of ecological 
product selection, stipulating a list of preferred fabric options. 

• Consider enforcement of the use of eco-labels. 

• Stipulate that a proportion of any uniforms / clothing provided have the 
capacity to be re-worn (standard items that are not heavily branded), or 
reused (encourage the use of preferred pure blend fabrics). 

• Consider ways that models for the tendering process can be amended 
to require reuse / recycling as a component of the product. 

 

Corporatewear wearers:  

• Employees to be encouraged to return corporatewear to firms when no 
longer used, to ensure that it is placed into the companies’ EoL 
management systems for corporatewear – companies or government 
may consider some form of tax or levy until the uniform is returned.   

 

Textile recyclers: 

• Encourage developing relationships with companies that provide 
corporatewear, and with corporatewear manufacturers to ensure that 
EoL management issues are considered throughout the product 
development and use phases of the lifecycle of the corporatewear.   
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Appendix 
Table A: Eco-labels awarded to textile related products 

Table B: Eco-labels awarded to textile related products in detail 
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Table A: Eco-labels awarded to textile related products 
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Table B: Eco-labels awarded to textile related products in detail 
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